
Tips to Help Me Learn More 

Effectively 

 
Below are some strategies that might help you to learn. Put a tick in the 

box next to the ones you’d like to try! Then try using the strategy in your 
work over the next week and see if it helps. If so, keep using it! 
 

Visual Strategies 

 Use coloured highlighter pens to mark your revision notes. You should 
identify key words (these may be names, dates, places, etc.) You could 

even use different colours for different types of information. 

 In the margins of your subject note-book, draw sketches or cartoons 

that relate to that particular topic or paragraph. These will not only help 

you to locate that particular section but will also make it more memorable. 

 Learn to MindMap 

 Pay attention to the layout of your revision notes. You might find it useful 
to use flow-charts (in Science, History, English and other subjects to keep 

track of events) or diagrams (in Science, Geography, Maths and other 

subjects.) 

 Replace important words with symbols or initials. 

VISUAL  

This means 
I like 
learning using things 

such as diagrams, 
charts and pictures. 

 

AURAL  

This means I 
like learning using 
things such as stories, 

explanations, 
anecdotes and jokes. 

KINAESTHETIC 

This means I like 
learning through 
activities and the 

opportunity to move 
about. 

After taking the Learning Styles Quiz, I have found out that my learning 
style is: 

 

http://www.brainboxx.co.uk/a3_aspects/pages/keywords.htm
http://www.brainboxx.co.uk/a3_aspects/pages/mindmap.htm
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=P6JefRz8&id=7974E543A33D99F6D48C4C6BC9711182CAF4B14F&thid=OIP.P6JefRz8AXcAZYCutdNPwAEsDs&q=eye+clip+art&simid=608026216885649987&selectedIndex=5&adlt=strict
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=0IOBk4Bq&id=03084194BF7320A830D5E2B2BC22CB59FFC175A1&thid=OIP.0IOBk4BqULxCf5Twwog1rwEsD6&q=ears+clip+art&simid=608023446614378734&selectedIndex=17&adlt=strict
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=P6JefRz8&id=7974E543A33D99F6D48C4C6BC9711182CAF4B14F&thid=OIP.P6JefRz8AXcAZYCutdNPwAEsDs&q=eye+clip+art&simid=608026216885649987&selectedIndex=5&adlt=strict


 Use the "Roman Room" memory system.  

 

Aural Strategies 
 

 Record your notes and listen to them on tape, especially  
before going to sleep. 

 Talk it out. Have a discussion with others to help you to add to your own 

understanding of a topic. 

 Reread your notes and/or homework out loud. 

 
Identify key points from your revision notes then try making these into 
a rhyme, rap or song. This will make them more memorable.  

 You might find it helpful to play soothing music as you revise. Experts 
suggest that slow, relaxing music can help to generate relaxed-but-alert 

Beta brain-waves - which can help you learn more effectively. However, 
music at a faster tempo or music with a strong lyric can have a 

distracting effect. 

 Explain what you have learned to someone else, perhaps to your parents 
 

 

Kinesthetic Strategies 
 

 Use pictures and photographs that illustrate your idea. 

 Write things on Post-It notes and put them up in your room. Then walk 

around the room, reading the notes and memorising them as you go. 

 Stand up when you're feeling your mind start to wander when you are 

revising.  

 When studying, bounce a tennis ball against the wall or floor or use a 

fidget toy when you're answering questions. 

 Underline, highlight or make notes while you read. Using efficient 
reading strategies will help you stay focused. 

 Tense and relax your muscles during long lessons. 

http://www.brainboxx.co.uk/a3_aspects/pages/Romanroom.htm
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=0IOBk4Bq&id=03084194BF7320A830D5E2B2BC22CB59FFC175A1&thid=OIP.0IOBk4BqULxCf5Twwog1rwEsD6&q=ears+clip+art&simid=608023446614378734&selectedIndex=17&adlt=strict


 Bounce a leg up and down quietly to release some of the energy. 
 

 


